We present in this paper multi-thread and multi-process 
Introduction
The N-body problem in numerical simulations describes the computation of all pairwise interactions among N bodies (or particles). The Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [2] developed for gravitational potentials in astrophysics and for electrostatic potentials in molecular simulations, solves this N-body problem for any given precision with O(N ) runtime complexity against O(N 2 ) for the direct computation. The potential field is decomposed in a near field part, directly computed, and a far field part approximated thanks to multipole and local expansions. The maximum degree in the expansions, denoted by P , determines the accuracy of the FMM: higher accuracies require higher values of P . This decomposition is performed thanks to a 3D octree, and the algorithm requires first an upward pass of this octree in order to build the multipole expansion of all cells in the octree. Then, during a downward pass, the local expansion of each cell c is computed from the multipole expansions of all cells in its interaction list, which are all well-separated from c: two cells are well-separated provided they do not share a boundary point. The final potential is deduced from the local expansions at the leaf level (far field) and from the direct computation with the nearest neighbors (near field). More details can be found in [2] .
In the FMM for Laplace equation, the multipole-to-local operator (M2L), which converts a multipole expansion into a local expansion, represents most of the runtime of the far field computation. In [3, 4] , we have proposed to rewrite this M2L operator as a matrix product. Thanks to the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) routines [5] , which are highly efficient routines performing matrix operations, we have thus gained substantial runtime speedup on modern superscalar architectures. When considering the memory needs, the numerical stability and the runtimes required for the targeted precisions in astrophysics and in molecular dynamics (between 10 −2 and 10 −7 ), it appears that the BLAS formulation is better than the other improvements of the M2L computation: (block) Fast Fourier Transform, rotations and plane wave expansions. This comparison has been realized for the uniform FMM (used with uniform distributions of particles) [4] , as well as for the adaptive FMM (used with non uniform distributions of particles) [3] where uniform areas can be detected in order to fasten the M2L computation in our BLAS version: bigger uniform areas imply shorter computation times. All this has been implemented in a code named FMB for Fast Multipole with BLAS [6] .
In this paper, we focus on the parallelization of the FMM, where the computation space is decomposed equally in several subdomains, each domain being treated by one given processor. In practice, if efficient parallelizations have been realized in the uniform case [9, 11, 12, 16] , the non uniform case is more difficult to handle. This is due to the irregularity of the particle distribution and to the hardly predictable communication scheme. Moreover, the different computation steps of the FMM algorithm have potentially different costs, depending on the number of particles per cell and on the number of expansions, which would imply a different decomposition for each phase [13] .
Historically, the first decomposition proposed for Nbody algorithms is the Orthogonal Recursive Bisection (ORB) for the Barnes-Hut algorithm [8, 14] (which can be extended to the FMM): the computation space is re-cursively halved along one dimension. Other decompositions have then been introduced: they rely directly on the octree space decomposition thanks to space-filling curves and cost functions. The costzones decomposition has been shown to be more efficient that ORB on common address space architecture in [13] (multi-thread mode) and similar decompositions, based on Morton or Hilbert ordering, have also been prefered to ORB on distributed memory architecture with message passing [12, 15] (multi-process mode). Moreover, in order to obtain efficient parallelization in message passing environment, communications have to be overlaped with computation, small messages have to be aggregated into bigger ones (large-grain communications), communications have to ordered so as to avoid contention, and sender-driven communications have to be prefered to receiver-initiated communications [7, 8, 12, 15] .
In this paper, we plan to improve the parallelizations of the FMM in both multi-thread (POSIX threads) and multiprocess (MPI standard) modes, and for both uniform and non uniform distributions of particles. This will be done for the M2L computation scheme without BLAS (classic M2L computation scheme) as well as for the one with BLAS, and we will introduce the first (to our knowledge) hybrid MPI-thread parallelization of the FMM for Laplace equation. This hybrid version is indeed well-adapted for nowadays common architectures like clusters of SMP (symmetric multi-processors) nodes with multi-core processors. The principles and implementations of these parallelizations will be presented in section 2, and section 3 will validate our results with different particle distributions.
In the following, P2M (resp. P2L) will denote the computation of a multipole (resp. local) expansion, M2M (resp. L2L) the translation of a multipole (resp. local) expansion, M2P (resp. L2P) the evaluation of a multipole (resp. local) expansion, and P2P the direct computation.
Principles and implementation
In [3] , we have justified the choice of the algorithm of Nabors et al. [10] for the adaptive FMM instead of the algorithm of Cheng et al. [2] . In the algorithm of Nabors et al. we do not limit the number of particles per leaf, but we only fix the height of the octree: the possible numerous empty cells are simply skipped. There is a special treatment for the cells along a chain in the octree which saves M2M and L2L operations, and a threshold value on the number of particles per cell determines whether or not the expansions must be used for each cell. Thanks to these improvements, and contrary to the algorithm of Cheng et al., the linear operation count of the FMM is guaranteed, as proved in [10] , without any assumption on the distribution of particles. Moreover, we keep in this algorithm the two size-bounded and easily computable lists of the uniform case; in the context of par- allel computing in multi-process mode this results in more predictable communication patterns than with the algorithm of Cheng et al.. The algorithm of Nabors et al. is thus used here and the octree height H is optimally set by the user in order to minimize the computation time: usually, the H value must roughly balance the near field and far field computations, which depends on the particle distribution and on the P value used. Moreover, we use the distinction on the threshold value between multipole and local expansions, as presented in [3] , but we renounce to the special treatment of cells along a chain as justified in [3] : this indeed extends in practice the computation times because of the precomputation of the M2L transfer functions.
For multi-thread and multi-process parallelizations, we need first to decompose the computation space among the threads or processes. In both cases, we will use the decomposition based on Morton ordering instead of the ORB decomposition in order to keep the octree space decomposition and to better adapt to highly non uniform distributions. An example of this Morton decomposition is pictured on figure 1: at each octree level, the total cost is first computed and each domain is then built with equal cost along Morton ordering. Hilbert ordering offers better data locality than Morton ordering (but with additional memory or computation cost), but as shown in [6] , the Hilbert decomposition does not offer in practice better results than the Morton one. At each level in the octree, each thread or process has thus a continuous interval of Morton indexes (which represents its domain) and has to compute all FMM operations (P2M, M2M, M2L, L2L, L2P, P2P) for the target cells corresponding to these indexes.
Multi-thread parallelization
We first focus on parallel runs in shared-memory mode: there are one single process and as many threads as available processors (kernel threads), and we use here the POSIX thread standard. In multi-thread mode, there is no communication and therefore less constraint on the decompositions. Contrary to the other decompositions already proposed, like costzones [13] , we will use different cost functions (and hence different intervals) for the different FMM operations in order to improve load balancing. Figure 2 . Conflict between two P2P operations performed by threads t 1 and t 2 . t 2 domain is striped, and t 1 one is left blank.
Near field computation
For near field computation, the direct computation is performed by the P2P operator with the mutual interaction principle, which enables to update the particles of the target cell as well as the particles of the source cell at each P2P operation, saving thus half of the computation. This implies a time dependency and can result in write/write conflicts at the domain borders, as shown in figure 2. With our decomposition based on Morton ordering, no assumption can be stated on the geometrical shape of the domains. However, two Morton indexes whose values are close correspond to two cells that are likely to be close in space. Inversely, the first indexes of each interval should be different enough, so that the corresponding cells are not neighbor cells. So when each thread performs the near field computation by browsing its interval in increasing order, we should avoid most conflicts thanks to Morton ordering.
In order to treat the remaining conflicts, we choose to apply mutual exclusion mechanisms to all particles of a leaf at the same time: a single bit per leaf is set to '1' every time the particles of this leaf are updated by a P2P operation ('0' otherwise). This operation corresponds to a "test and set" operation on the bit, which is performed atomically thanks to spinlocks (busy waiting): there is one spinlock for each thread domain. When the bit of the leaf is already set to '1', we use two "FIFO" (First In First Out) structures to differ the P2P operation on this leaf. The first FIFO structure is used for the source cells and is flushed (possibly in several times) at the end of the interaction list browsing, whereas the second FIFO structure is used for the target cells and is flushed (possibly in several times) at the end of the thread domain browsing. Besides, in order to obtain good load balancing for highly non uniform distributions, the cost function used to build the intervals of the near field computation considers the number of particles in the target cell and in all neighbor source cells.
Far field computation
For far field computation, we have data dependencies for M2M, M2L, M2P, L2L and L2P operations, and we have to decompose the internal levels of the octree too. As there is no communication in multi-thread mode, we are here free to decompose the internal levels of the octree independently. In order to build the different thread domains for the M2M and P2M operations, we consider only for the cost function computation whether the target cell is empty or not: this cost is best adapted to the M2M operation, and we impose it to the P2M operation in order to avoid conflicts during the upward pass. For the M2L operation, we consider whether the source cells in the interaction list are empty or not. And for the L2L operation, we use the same intervals as for the M2L operation in order to avoid conflicts during the downward pass. Finally, the L2P operation cost function is linear with the number of particles inside each leaf.
As far as the algorithm of the FMM is concerned, we insert the direct computation phase between the upward pass and the downward pass, so that in practice almost all data dependencies are met for the M2L operation. In order to treat the unmet dependencies between the P2M, M2M, L2L and L2P operations during the upward and the downward passes, we use a mechanism similar to the one used for the near field computation: two bits per cell indicate whether or not the multipole and local expansions have been computed. A FIFO structure is also used to differ the treatment of the operation when the source expansion is not computed yet.
Finally, our BLAS computation scheme has also to be parallelized with multiple threads. However, it is not efficient to use already multithreaded BLAS libraries (like ESSL SMP [1] ): for common P values, our matrix products are too small to offer a large enough computation grain to each processor. That's why we equally decompose the set of BLAS calls among the different threads while maximizing data locality to optimize cache effects. Each BLAS call is then performed by one thread only.
Hybrid MPI-thread parallelization
Now that we have a multi-threaded parallelization of our FMM, we aim to a multi-process MPI parallelization with multi-thread computation within each process, which is well-suited for clusters of SMP nodes. Contrary to the multi-thread mode, the required communications among the processes prevent us from using different decompositions for the different FMM operations, and from having independent decompositions at each level in the octree. We therefore use one single decomposition at the leaf level, induced by a cost function which is based on the number of particles per leaf. The internal cells in the octree are then assigned to the process which owns the first child. Like this, we minimize the number of communications required for the P2M, M2M, L2L and L2P operations between two consecutive levels. The difference between one of our decompositions in multi-thread mode and the decomposition in multi-process mode are pictured in figures 3 and 4: on these schematic octree views, the domain of each thread has a different gray value (4 threads here). Within each process, decompositions are then performed among the different computation threads just like in multi-thread mode. In practice, the two interval boundaries of each process are known by all processes.
In order to aggregate the messages corresponding to the interaction list and to the nearest neighbors, we use the pack/unpack mechanism offered by MPI. Despites its additional copy, this mechanism is indeed much simpler to use than a "zero-copy" mode, and it avoids potential conflicts between the different threads. Contention in the communication sub-system is simply reduced by ordering the messages to be sent according to a circular order.
As usual in FMM parallelization (see [12] ), we renounce to the use of the mutual interaction principle between two processes. We also overlapp communications with computations in a classic way for the FMM (see [12] for example): nearest neighbor communications (for direct computation) are performed during the upward pass, whereas interaction list communications are performed during the direct computation step. More precisely, thanks to the choice of the algorithm of Nabors et al., we have a total symmetry between the source cell and the target cell for M2L (interaction list) and P2P (nearest neighbors) operations. This is the principle of the inverse interaction list used in some uniform parallel FMM algorithms [7, 12] . Each computation thread can therefore determine among its cells which ones have to be sent to whom without any preliminary communications. All communications are thus sender-driven and we use nonblocking MPI calls for sending. For receiving, we use one additional thread, the receiving thread, with blocking MPI calls. This thread enables to receive incomming messages as soon as possible, and do not consume CPU time between two messages. The packings and unpackings, as well as the message sendings, are performed by the computation threads. Communications for M2M and L2L operations are treated differently. Due to the very short delay between the source data computation in the distant process and its requirement in the local process, we directly send (thanks to the MPI eager limit) one message per cell as soon as the source computation is over. Thanks to our decomposition based on the first child, the number of these messages is small and can be determined locally.
Finally, as far as our BLAS computation scheme is concerned, each process proceeds independently with its local cells only: the available uniform areas are thus possibly decomposed among the different processes.
Experimental validation
We present here results obtained on the IBM p575 cluster of the M3PEC center (University of Bordeaux 1). There are 8 SMP nodes linked with a 2×12 Gb/s Federation network. Each node has 28 GB memory and 8 dual-core 1.5 Ghz Power5 processors, viewed here as 16 processors since the memory caches (1.9 MB L2 cache and 36 MB L3 cache shared by the two cores) are big enough for our computations. Our hybrid MPI-thread parallelization requires a thread compliant MPI implementation (here, the IBM vendor MPI implementation (version 1.2) on AIX 5.3).
In the following, we will present execution times and parallel efficiencies of one single FMM computation. The times used to build the octree and to obtain our static decompositions are not considered here; these steps are considered as precomputation ones, which can be themselves partly parallelized, and their costs can be amortized over several simulation timesteps. We will consider here different distributions of particles (from 1 million -1M -to 100 million particles): complete uniform distributions or distributions with large available uniform areas (like a ball or a bar filled with particles), non uniform distributions (like a sphere or a cylinder covered with particles), and highly non uniform distributions used in astrophysics (the Plummer model, and the hcg027 test case composed of 1.5M particles grouped in 50 galaxies). We use here P = 3 (small computation grain) and P = 7 (large enough computation grain): greater P values do not offer indeed better results than P = 7. For the low precision astrophysic simulations however, we use only P = 2 and no BLAS computation (due to the lack of uniform areas, see [3] ). The octree height H ranges from 6 to 7 for the distributions with large uniform areas, from 7 to 10 for the cylinder and the sphere, and from 10 to 13 for the astrophysic simulations.
Multi-thread parallelization

Classic M2L computation
Results for our multi-thread parallelization on one SMP node are first presented with classic M2L computation on table 1 (the efficiencies in parentheses are for the near field computation only). Excellent efficiencies are obtained here for large enough computation grain (P = 7) as well as for 
Table 1. Execution times and parallel efficiencies with multithreading (classic M2L).
small computation grain (P = 3), and for uniform distributions (the completely uniform one, or the ball and the bar) as well as for non uniform distributions (like the cylinder). The sphere is harder to treat because of the higher particle concentration at the poles. The astrophysic Plummer distribution is highly non uniform and the computation grain is too small to accurately estimate the cost of the numerous empty cells in this case. Nevertheless, our efficiency is greater than 75% with 16 threads thanks to our different decompositions. Finally, the near field computation is very efficiently parallelized with more than 92% efficiency for 16 threads in several cases, which validates our assumption that most conflicts are avoided with Morton ordering.
M2L computation with BLAS routines
Results with our BLAS computation scheme are also given on table 2. The efficiencies are good or very good, depending on the distribution and on the computation grain. The efficiency indeed improves when the computation grain increases (the case of the sphere with P = 7 is misleading since most of the computation time is here due to the near field computation, which is harder to balance for the sphere, see table 1). Sometimes P = 3 implies a too small computation grain to have optimal efficiencies for BLAS computation among all threads: see for example the complete uniform case. Besides, it has to be noted that we have some parallel efficiencies greater than 100% here! This is simply Table 2 .
Execution times and parallel efficiencies with multithreading (BLAS M2L).
due to the BLAS efficiency: the number of columns in our matrix products differs according to the number of threads used, which can improves the BLAS efficiency and thus the parallel efficiency. When considering execution times, it can also be noted that, compared to the classic M2L computation, our BLAS version is not always the fastest for P = 3 and mainly for non uniform distributions: this is due to the too small computation grain and to the lack of uniform areas (see [3] ). But otherwise, the BLAS computation scheme greatly improves the execution times.
Hybrid MPI-thread parallelization
Classic M2L computation
We now present results for our MPI multi-process parallelization as well as for our MPI-thread parallelization. We start with M2L classic computation and we first determine the best layout between processes and threads on one node. As shown in table 3 (best values are written with bold type), this best layout is always achieved with the 1 × 16 layout (one process and 16 computation threads within). This is due to our different decompositions for the different FMM operations which leads to better load balancing. With fewer processes we also use more often the mutual interaction principle, which saves computation. Moreover, the 1 × 16 layout has always the lowest memory requirements: the octree data structure is indeed shared among all threads within the same process. From now on, the layout with 1 process and 16 computation threads will thus be used on each node in the MPI-thread version with classic M2L computation. We can now presents results for the "pure MPI" and MPI-thread parallelizations on several nodes in figures 5, 6 and 7. Table 4 presents the corresponding execution times for the MPI-thread version. The pure MPI version corresponds to one single computation thread per process, and in this case we group MPI processes by 16 on a same node in order to exploit at best MPI communications with shared memory on a same node. As far as pure MPI is concerned, the efficiencies are good for the uniform case and for the cylinder, and increase with the P value (that is to say with the computation grain size). This validates the choice of our adaptive algorithm as well as the choices done in section 2.2 concerning the multi-process parallelization. Because of the particle concentration at its poles, the sphere test case presents a load unbalancing which leads to much waiting for M2M and L2L communications. This is confirmed with a greater octree height (H + 1): in this case the number of particles decreases in every leaf, so that the load balancing and the efficiency improve significantly. This problem is mainly due to our unique decomposition in multi-process mode which can not balance equally all FMM steps. That's why the MPI-thread version offers better results thanks to its different decompositions within each process, and thanks to the more important use of the mutual interaction principle. Since the serial times are similar, these gains in parallel efficiency really correspond to gains in execution times. Moreover, since the octree data structure is shared among all processors on a same node, the MPIthread version also enables to improve the memory scalability. Hence, while the 10M particle sphere with H + 1 can not be run on 80, 112 and 128 processors in the pure MPI version, the MPI-thread implementation succeeds. This is also valid for astrophysic distributions as shown on figure 8. Table 5 . Execution times and memory requirements for different layouts on 16 processors (BLAS M2L).
Compared to the pure MPI version, our MPI-thread implementation enables to improve the parallel efficiencies for these highly non uniform distributions with fine computation grain. Moreover, the improvement in memory scalability is also clear here: while the 10M Plummer test case requires too much memory for 96 (or more) processors with the pure MPI version, this test can be run with the MPIthread one thanks to its lower memory requirements.
M2L computation with BLAS routines
In order to present results for our MPI-thread parallelization with our BLAS M2L computation scheme, we need first to find the best layout on one node like for the classic M2L computation. As shown on table 5 (best values are written with bold type), when considering execution times, there is however no best layout for all P values and all distributions. This is due to the BLAS efficiency: when we use different numbers of processes (and also different numbers of threads), we modify the number of columns in our matrix products which affects the BLAS efficiency. This behaviour is difficult to plan, but all the multithreaded versions are faster than the pure MPI one, and the differences remain small among them. Moreover, the lowest memory requirements are always achieved with the 1×16 layout: all threads within the same process share the octree data structure, and also here the M2L transfer matrices of the BLAS version (which can be large for high P values, see [4] ). That is why we keep the layout of the classic M2L computation: 1 process with 16 threads within. Results for our pure MPI and MPI-thread parallelizations, both with the BLAS M2L computation scheme, are given on figure 9 for uniform distributions, on figure 10 for large uniform distributions, and on figures 11 and 12 for the cylinder and the sphere. Table 6 presents the corresponding execution times for the MPI-thread version. With the pure MPI version, we obtain good efficiencies for uniform distributions, as well as for the cylinder, for both small and Table 6 . Execution times with MPI-thread for figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 (BLAS M2L).
large computation grains. Moreover, these efficiencies increase with the distribution size since the computation load increases faster than the communication volume. Like for classic M2L computation, the case of the sphere is more difficult and leads to a load unbalancing because of the particle concentration at its pole, and a greater octree height (H +1) enables to greatly improve the load balancing.
Here again, our MPI-thread version significantly improves the parallel efficiencies, for all distributions and for all computation grain sizes, and thus the execution times (since the serial times are similar). With 128 processors, we obtain 85% efficiency for the 100M uniform distribution and 75% for the 10M cylinder. The memory scalability is also improved: in the pure MPI version, the 100M uniform distribution, the 30M bar and the 10M sphere (with H + 1) can not be run up to 128 processors. Besides, with the MPI-thread version we have now bigger uniform areas within each process for our BLAS version. This explains partly the gains of the MPI-thread version for the 10M and 100M uniform distributions (P = 7), as well as the peaks for 64 and 128 processors: in these cases each of the 4 or 8 processes has indeed a cubical or 3D rectangular domain, corresponding exactly to an uniform area.
Conclusion
We have presented multi-thread and multi-process parallelizations of the FMM for the classic M2L computation scheme and for our new M2L computation scheme with BLAS routines. To our knowledge, we have also introduced the first MPI-thread parallelization of the FMM for Laplace equation. Our parallelizations are efficient for both uniform and non uniform distributions of particles, and for both large and small computation grains, which validates our choice of the adaptive algorithm of Nabors et al.. In addition, our MPI-thread implementation enables to reach better parallel efficiency and better memory scalability.
In the future, the octree height could be corrected from one timestep to another when the costs of the far field and the near field computations become unbalanced. We also plan to further improve the load balancing for highly non uniform particle distributions with small computation grain thanks to dynamic load balancing at the thread level, and thanks to load balancing correction over several simulation timesteps at the process level.
